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New(ish) 7s including any front- & -back Hook(s) & ANAGRAM(s) 

MACARON AACMNOR MACARON -S, MACARON, NARCOMA, type of cookie (small, flat cake) [n -S]  

MACHACA AAACCHM MACHACA -S, Mexican dish featuring shredded meat fried with vegetables [n -S] 

MACHERS ACEHMRS MACHERS, MARCHES, MESARCH, SCHMEAR, MACHER, person known for getting things done [n] 

MAHANTS AAHMNST MAHANT, chief Hindu priest [n] 

MALWARE AAELMRW MALWARE -S, software designed to disable computers [n -S] 

MAIDANS AADIMNS MAIDAN, open space in or near town [n] 

MAMASAN AAAMMNS MAMASAN -S, Japanese woman in position of authority [n] 

MAMILLA AAILLMM MAMILLA -E, mammilla (nipple (protuberance on breast)) [n -E] 

MANDORA AADMNOR MANDORA -S, MADRONA, MANDORA, MONARDA, stringed musical instrument [n -S] 

MANKIER AEIKMNR MANKIER, RAMEKIN, MANKY, inferior, defective [adj] 

MANUKAS AAKMNSU MANUKA, small tree of New Zealand [n] 

MAPLESS AELMPSS MAPLESS, SAMPLES, lacking map [adj] 

MARCONI ACIMNOR MARCONI -S, MARCONI, MINORCA, two-way radio [n -S] 

MARGATE AAEGMRT MARGATE -S, MARGATE, REGMATA, tropical fish [n -S] 

MARSHED ADEHMRS MARSH, tract of low, wet land [adj] 

MATRICS ACIMRST MATRIC, matriculation (admission into university) [n] 

MAUSIER AEIMRSU MAUSIER, UREMIAS, MAUSY, mauzy (foggy, misty) [adj] 

MAUZIER AEIMRUZ MAUZY, foggy, misty [adj] 

MEAGRER AEEGMRR MEAGRE, meager (deficient in quantity or quality) [adj] 

MECHOUI CEHIMOU MECHOUI -S, meal of meat roasted on spit [n -S] 

MEDRESE DEEEMRS MEDRESE -S, DEMERSE, MEDRESE, REDEEMS, madrassa (Muslim school) [n -S] 

MELAENA AAEELMN MELAENA -S, melena (condition marked by black tarry stool) [n -S] 

MEMETIC CEEIMMT MEME, idea or practice that spreads from person to person [adj] 

MERCADO ACDEMOR MERCADO -S, CAROMED, COMRADE, MERCADO, market [n -S] 

MERGUEZ EEGMRUZ spicy beef and lamb sausage [n MERGUEZ] 

MERONYM EMMNORY MERONYM -SY, term for part of something that is used to denote whole of it [n -S] 

METICAL ACEILMT METICAL -S, CLIMATE, METICAL, monetary unit of Mozambique [n -AIS, -S] 

METICAS ACEIMST METICAS, SEMATIC, metical (monetary unit of Mozambique) [n]  

MICKIES CEIIKMS MICKY, mickey (drugged drink) [n] 

MILDISH DHIILMS MILD, not harsh or rough [adj] 

MILINGS GIILMNS MILINGS, SLIMING, SMILING, MILING, activity of running in one-mile race [n] 

MIMULUS ILMMSUU flowering plant [n -ES] 

MINBARS ABIMNRS MINBAR, Muslim pulpit [n] 

MINGILY GIILMNY MINGY, mean and stingy [adv] 

MIOCENE CEEIMNO of or pertaining to certain geologic time period [adj] 

MISFOLD DFILMOS MISFOLD -S, to fold wrongly [v -ED, -ING, -S]  

MISGAGE AEGGIMS MISGAGE -DS, to misgauge (to gauge wrongly or inaccurately) [v -D, -GING, -S]  

MISKEYS EIKMSSY MISKEY, to key into machine incorrectly [v] 

MIXDOWN DIMNOWX MIXDOWN -S, process of combining soundtracks to make recording [n -S] 

MIXTAPE AEIMPTX MIXTAPE -S, compilation of songs recorded from various sources [n -S] 

MOBLOGS BGLMOOS MOBLOG, weblog with data posted from cell phone [n] 

MOJITOS IJMOOST MOJITO, cocktail made of rum, sugar, mint, and lime juice [n] 

MOKSHAS AHKMOSS MOKSHA, final release of soul from reincarnations in Hinduism [n] 

MONILIA AIILMNO MONILIA -E, type of parasitic fungus [n -E] 

MONOSKI IKMNOOS MONOSKI -S, KIMONOS, MONOSKI, single broad ski for both feet [n -S] 

MONTIES EIMNOST MESTINO, MOISTEN, MONTIES, SENTIMO, MONTY, full amount expected or possible [n] 
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MOONDOG DGMNOOO MOONDOG -S, bright spot in sky formed by moonlight [n -S] 

MOPHEAD ADEHMOP MOPHEAD -S, person with thick shaggy hair [n -S] 

MOPPIER EIMOPPR MOPPY, resembling mop [adj] 

MOREISH EHIMORS HEROISM, MOREISH, so good that you want to have more [adj] 

MORNAYS AMNORSY MASONRY, MORNAYS, MORNAY, cheese-flavored white sauce [n] 

MOSCATO ACMOOST MOSCATO -S, MOSCATO, SCOTOMA, sweet dessert wine [n -S] 

MOSELLE EELLMOS MOSELLE -S, medium-dry white wine [n -S] 

MOVANTS AMNOSTV MOVANT, person who applies to court for favorable ruling [n] 

MUCKLER CEKLMRU MUCKLE, large amount [adj] 

MUDBANK ABDKMNU MUDBANK -S, sloping area of mud alongside body of water [n -S] 

MUDPIES DEIMPSU MUDPIE, small mass of mud formed into pie shape [n] 

MUGSHOT GHMOSTU MUGSHOT -S, photograph of person's face for official records [n -S] 

MUKHTAR AHKMRTU MUKHTAR -S, head of government of town in Arabic countries [n -S] 

MUMPISH HIMMPSU sullen (showing brooding ill humor or resentment) [adj] 

MUMSIER EIMMRSU IMMURES, MUMSIER, RUMMIES, MUMSY, maternal (pertaining to or characteristic of mother) [adj] 

MUMSIES EIMMSSU MUMSIES -T, MUMSY, mother [n] 

MUNCHIE CEHIMNU MUNCHIE -RS, small amount of food eaten between meals [n -S] 

MURAGES AEGMRSU MURAGE, tax levied for repairing walls of town [n] 

MUSHRAT AHMRSTU MUSHRAT -S, muskrat (aquatic rodent) [n -S] 

MUTATOR AMORTTU MUTATOR -S, one that causes change in form [n -S] 

MYLODON DLMNOOY MYLODON -S, extinct giant sloth [n -S] 

MYOMERE EEMMORY MYOMERE -S, part of vertebrate embryo [n -S] 

 

New(ish) 8s including any front- & -back Hook(s) & ANAGRAM(s) 

MACABRER AABCEMRR MACABRE, gruesome (repugnant) [adj] 

MACARONS AACMNORS MACARONS, NARCOMAS, MACARON, type of cookie (small, flat cake) [n]  

MACHACAS AAACCHMS MACHACA, Mexican dish featuring shredded meat fried with vegetables [n] 

MACROPOD ACDMOOPR MACROPOD -S, plant-eating marsupial mammal [n -S] 

MAGNOXES AEGMNOSX MAGNOX, magnesium-based alloy [n] 

MAILSHOT AHILMOST MAILSHOT -S, something mailed to many people at one time [n -S] 

MAJLISES AEIJLMSS MAJLIS, parliament in various North African and Middle Eastern countries [n] 

MALONATE AAELMNOT MALONATE -S, salt or ester of malonic* acid [n -S] 

MALTINGS AGILMNST MALTING, process of preparing grain for brewing [n] 

MALTIPOO AILMOOPT MALTIPOO -S, cross between Maltese and poodle [n -S]  

MALWARES AAELMRSW MALWARE, software designed to disable computers [n] 

MAMASANS AAAMMNSS MAMASAN, Japanese woman in position of authority [n] 

MAMATEEK AAEEKMMT MAMATEEK -S, type of wigwam (Native American dwelling) [n -S] 

MANDORAS AADMNORS MANDORAS, MADRONAS, MONARDAS, MANDORA, stringed musical instrument [n] 

MANDORLA AADLMNOR MANDORLA -S, pointed oval figure [n -S] 

MANKIEST AEIKMNST MANKIEST, MISTAKEN, MANKY, inferior, defective [adj] 

MANKINDS ADIKMNNS MANKIND, human race [n] 

MANSCAPE AACEMNPS MANSCAPE -DS, MANSCAPE, SPACEMAN, to trim or shave man's body hair to enhance appearance [v -D, -PING, -S] 

MANUCODE ACDEMNOU MANUCODE -S, bird of paradise [n -S] 

MARCONIS ACIMNORS MARCONIS, MINORCAS, MARCONI, two-way radio [n] 

MARGATES AAEGMRST MARGATES, MEGASTAR, MARGATE, tropical fish [n] 

MARVELER AEELMRRV MARVELER -S, one who marvels [n -S] 

MAMILLAE AAEILLMM MAMILLA, mammilla (nipple (protuberance on breast)) [n] 
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MAULINGS AGILMNSU MAULING, act of injuring by beating [n] 

MAUSIEST AEIMSSTU MAUSY, mauzy (foggy, misty) [adj] 

MAUZIEST AEIMSTUZ MAUZY, foggy, misty [adj] 

MAXIBOAT AABIMOTX MAXIBOAT -S, large racing yacht [n -S] 

MAXILLAE AAEILLMX MAXILLA, upper jaw or jawbone [n] 

MAXILLAS AAILLMSX MAXILLA, upper jaw or jawbone [n] 

MAXIMAND AADIMMNX MAXIMAND -S, something that is to be maximized [n -S] 

MEAGERER AEEEGMRR MEAGER, deficient in quantity or quality [adj] 

MEAGREST AEEGMRST GAMESTER, MEAGREST, MEAGRE, meager (deficient in quantity or quality) [adj] 

MEATHOOK AEHKMOOT MEATHOOK -S, hook on which to hang meat [n -S] 

MECHOUIS CEHIMOSU MECHOUI, meal of meat roasted on spit [n] 

MEDRESES DEEEMRSS MEDRESE, madrassa (Muslim school) [n] 

MEGAMALL AAEGLLMM MEGAMALL -S, very large shopping mall [n -S] 

MELAENAS AAEELMNS MELAENA, melena (condition marked by black tarry stool) [n] 

MELODION DEILMNOO MELODION -S, melodeon (small accordion) [n -S] 

MERCADOS ACDEMORS COMRADES, MERCADOS, MERCADO, market [n] 

MERGINGS EGGIMNRS MERGING, act of combining (to blend (to mix smoothly and inseparably together)) [n] 

MERONYMS EMMNORSY MERONYM, term for part of something that is used to denote whole of it [n] 

MERONYMY EMMNORYY semantic relationship between part and whole [n -MIES] 

MESCALIN ACEILMNS MESCALIN -ES, MELANICS, MENISCAL, MESCALIN, mescaline (hallucinogenic compound) [n -S] 

MESHINGS EGHIMNSS MESHING, act of fitting together [n] 

MESOSAUR AEMORSSU MESOSAUR -S, extinct aquatic reptile [n -S] 

MESOZOIC CEIMOOSZ of or pertaining to certain geologic time period [adj] 

METADATA AAADEMTT METADATA -S, data that describe other data [n METADATA, -S] 

METANOIA AAEIMNOT METANOIA -S, spiritual conversion [n -S] 

METHANAL AAEHLMNT METHANAL -S, formaldehyde [n -S] 

MICROCAR ACCIMORR MICROCAR -S, very small car [n -S] 

MIDSHORE DEHIMORS HEIRDOMS, MIDSHORE, designating fishery that is between inshore and offshore fisheries [adj] 

MIDWATER ADEIMRTW MIDWATER -S, middle portion vertically of body of water [n -S] 

MILLIAMP AIILLMMP MILLIAMP -S, one thousandth of ampere [n -S] 

MINDEDLY DDEILMNY in manner of one with specified kind of mind [adv] 

MINDFUCK CDFIKMNU MINDFUCK -S, offensive word [n -S] 

MINIGOLF FGIILMNO MINIGOLF -S, game similar to golf played on small obstacle course [n -S] 

MINNEOLA AEILMNNO MINNEOLA -S, reddish tangelo [n -S] 

MINUETED DEEIMNTU MINUET, to dance minuet (slow, stately dance) [v] 

MIOSISES EIIMOSSS MIOSISES, SEMIOSIS, MIOSIS, excessive contraction of pupil of eye [n] 

MISFOLDS DFILMOSS MISFOLD, to fold wrongly [v]  

MISGAGED ADEGGIMS MISGAGE, to misgauge (to gauge wrongly or inaccurately) [v]  

MISGAGES AEGGIMSS MISGAGE, to misgauge (to gauge wrongly or inaccurately) [v]  

MISHUGAS AGHIMSSU crazy or foolish behavior [n -ES] 

MISKEYED DEEIKMSY MISKEY, to key into machine incorrectly [v] 

MITIGANT AGIIMNTT MITIGANT -S, something that mitigates (to make less severe) [n -S] 

MIXDOWNS DIMNOSWX MIXDOWN, process of combining soundtracks to make recording [n] 

MIXTAPES AEIMPSTX MIXTAPE, compilation of songs recorded from various sources [n] 

MIZZLIER EIILMRZZ MIZZLY, characterized by fine rain [adj] 

MODALISM ADILMMOS MODALISM -S, doctrine that members of Trinity are not distinct persons but modes of divine revelation [n -S] 

MODALIST ADILMOST MODALIST -S, adherent of modalism (doctrine that members of Trinity are not distinct persons but modes of divine revelation) [n -S] 
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MONAMINE AEIMMNNO MONAMINE -S, amine containing only one amino group [n -S] 

MONILIAE AEIILMNO MONILIA, type of parasitic fungus [n] 

MONOBLOC BCLMNOOO made in single casting [adj] 

MONOCROP CMNOOOPR MONOCROP -S, to plant same crop in same field each year [v -PPED, -PPING, -S] 

MONOKINI IIKMNNOO MONOKINI -S, lower half of bikini [n -S] 

MONOSKIS IKMNOOSS MONOSKI, single broad ski for both feet [n] 

MOONDOGS DGMNOOOS MOONDOG, bright spot in sky formed by moonlight [n] 

MOONGATE AEGMNOOT MOONGATE -S, circular gateway in wall [n -S] 

MOPHEADS ADEHMOPS MOPHEAD, person with thick shaggy hair [n] 

MOPPIEST EIMOPPST MOPPY, resembling mop [adj] 

MORTICER CEIMORRT MORTICER -S, mortiser (one that mortises (to join or fasten securely)) [n -S] 

MOSCATOS ACMOOSST MOSCATOS, SCOTOMAS, MOSCATO, sweet dessert wine [n] 

MOSELLES EELLMOSS MOSELLE, medium-dry white wine [n] 

MOUSSEUX EMOSSUUX sparkling wine [n MOUSSEUX] 

MUCHACHA AACCHHMU MUCHACHA -S, young woman [n -S] 

MUCKLEST CEKLMSTU MUCKLE, great amount [adj] 

MUDBANKS ABDKMNSU MUDBANK, sloping area of mud alongside body of water [n] 

MUDSLING DGILMNSU MUDSLING -S, to use insults and accusations against rival candidate [v -LUNG, -ING, -S] 

MUDSLUNG DGLMNSUU MUDSLING, to use insults and accusations against rival candidate [v] 

MUGSHOTS GHMOSSTU MUGSHOT, photograph of person's face for official records [n] 

MUKHTARS AHKMRSTU MUKHTAR, head of government of town in Arabic countries [n] 

MULLOWAY ALLMOUWY MULLOWAY -S, kabeljou (large food fish) [n -S]  

MULTIWAY AILMTUWY having several paths or routes [adj] 

MUMMERED DEEMMMRU MUMMER, to participate in mumming (miming) [v] 

MUMMINGS GIMMMNSU MUMMING, performance of folk play by mummers [n] 

MUNCHIER CEHIMNRU MUNCHY, suitable for snacking [adj] 

MUNTINED DEIMNNTU MUNTIN, dividing strip for window panes [adj] 

MUSCLIER CEILMRSU CLUMSIER, MUSCLIER, MUSCLY, composed of muscle (tissue that produces bodily movement) [adj] 

MUSHINGS GHIMNSSU MUSHINGS, SMUSHING, MUSHING, advancing across snow by dogsled [n] 

MUSHRATS AHMRSSTU MUSHRAT, muskrat (aquatic rodent) [n] 

MUSLINED DEILMNSU MUSLIN, cotton fabric [adj] 

MUTATORS AMORSTTU MUTATORS, OUTSMART, MUTATOR, one that causes change in form [n] 

MYELITES EEILMSTY MYELITIS, inflammation of bone marrow [n] 

MYLODONS DLMNOOSY MYLODON, extinct giant sloth [n] 

MYOMERES EEMMORSY MYOMERE, part of vertebrate embryo [n] 

MYOSISES EIMOSSSY MYOSIS, miosis (excessive contraction of pupil of eye) [n] 
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